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SUMARY

The influence of aerosols, or particulates, on thermal blooming and gas break-
down of 10. 6 iaicron wavelength radiation hasbeen measured'. When particles are
irradiated with high intensity pulsed Co0 laser beams, gas breakdown is initiated
And the plasma form ed limits the propagation of the beam. Experimental measure-
ments of the threshold for ionization of single particles electrodyndmically sus-
pended at the focus of a beam ha.ve-.been measured. For alumina particles the thres-
'hold w~s independent of particle size from 1 to 70 micron diameter and was 0., -

1 x 10 W/cra2. The threshold was found to decrease with increasing background pres-
sure, apparently the result of retardation of the particle vapor expansion. -Streak
photographs of the plasma expansion and schlieren studies are also reported. A
theoretical analysis of solid particles laser radiation interaction indicates that
the mechanism leading to breakdown is superheating of the particle material with

subsequent ionization of the solid or of the material directly adjacent to the
solid. 'Experimehts were carried out to examine the thermal blooming of a cw 1012
laser bea'i' propagating in a carbon drst ladened gas used to simulate aerosols and
this blooming was corpared with that caused by a molecular rbsorber. Measurements
kere also made of the time required to heat single electrodynamically suspended
particles to incandecen, e in a cw C02' laser beam; this time is a measure of the
rate of energy absorption. Transient thermal blooming of a pulsed C0 laser beam was
examined in the time regime where the laser pulse was comparable to the acoustic
transit time across the beam, 7-. The results show the advantage of reduced thermal
distortion for laser pulses whose duration is short compared to T8 .
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The two main non-linear propagation problems associated with high power laser
radiation in the atmosphere are thermal blooming and gas breakdown. These two
effects can occur in clean air but they can be an even more severe limitation
if atmospheric aerosols or particulate matter are present. The subject of this
report is the influence of Jparticles on the non-linear propagation of high power
laser radiation.

Gas breakdown is the ionization of air by the interaction of high power
laser radiation with the gas 6nd is generally associated with pulsed laser
sources. When breakdown occurs the plasms produced attenuates the laser radiation
and shields the intended target. For laser pulses that are longer than 10-7 seconds
the threshold at 10.6 micron wavelength for clean atmospheric air is predicted to
be 3 x 109 1/cm2 (Refs. 1, 2). If suifficient care is taken to filter the air
and reduce the dust amounts to a low level this is the observed value (Refs. 3, 4).
However if atmospheric aerosols are present the threshold can be several orders
of magnitude lower than the clean air value. During the present contract,
experimental and theoretical investigations of the breakdown threshold in the
presence of particulate matter have been carried out. A unique aspect of this
study was the use of an electrodynamic suspension apparatus which allowed the
study of a single particle interaction ith the laser radiation. The particle
of known size and material, was suspended at the focus of a pulsed C02 laser and
the threshold for ionization of the air was studied as a function of particle
material, size, background air pressure, laser spot size and laser pulse duration.
The results of these experiments are presented in the next chapter as well as a
theoretical model -hich aids in interpreting the data. In addition to the thresh-
old measurementz, diagnostic measurement of the laser plasma expansion time
history were made and schlieren photographs of the shock wave were taken.

Thermal blooming, or self-induced thermal distortion, is the degradation of
the las,-r beam caused by the thermal lens formed in the atmospheric path by the
energy absorbed from the la'er beam (Refs. 5, 6). The energy absorbed is
normally associated with that due to molecular transitions or the absorption by
rotational transitions of water vapor. The time required to transfer that
absorbed energy into heating, of the gas is generally fast and can be considered
instantaneous. (This is not true in the case of kinetic cooling which in dry
air can occur for times of the order of milliseconds.) Another source of absorp-
tion is that due to aerosols or particles present in the air. The aerosol con-
tribution to absorption and subsequent heating is particularly important in the

1-1
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3 to 5P atmospheric window. It has been found that molecular absorption of
atmospheric constituents for some selected laser lines of DF is extremely low
(of the order 10"8 cm- l ) and is potentially very attractive for atmospheric pr63-
pagation because of the reduction iii thermal blooming (Ref. 7). Hoever if the
aerosol absorption leads to heating of the air path, this wculd also cause blooming
and would make the DF laser less attractive. The amount of absorption and relative
merit of the different/ASPRS would depend on atmospheric conditions of aerosol con-
centration and other absorbing constituents in o.der to compare the different
laser sources , Experiments have been carried out on a laboratory scale to compare
the thermal blooming which results from particle heating to that caused by mole-
.cular absorption. Pni aerosol cloud was introduced into a cell and the thermal
distortion of a CO2 b-e-ap assing trough this cell was measured. The particle
density and size distribution was measured as well as the transient response of
the laser beam to the thermal distortioi,. in adit.4on, single carbon particles

were suspended at the focus of a cw C02 laser and& the time required for the
particles to heat to incandescence was measured.

In Chapter 4, the transient thermal blooming problem is examined. The
analysis and potential advantage of using laser pulses whose duration is short
compared to the acoustic transient time across the laser beam, Ta, were discussed
in Ref. (8). Briefly, the formation of the thermal lens requires that the density
gradients have sufficient time to establish Lne self-induced lens; this requires
a time on the order of the, T." Experiments .ere carried out using a specifically
designed pulsed C02 laser vhose pulse duration was - 3 psec. The relative advan-
tage of a pulse short comparci to, Ta' was demonstrated experimentally by propa-
gating the laser pulse in a high pressure cell seeded wit absorbing gas with
nitrogen and also with helium as the background gas. The change in background
gas allowed a comparison of propagation under conditions of variable Ta .

I
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CHAPTER 2

PARTICLE INDUCED GAS BREAKDOWN

2.1 Theory of Particle Induced Gas Breakdown

As mentioned previously, particulates have various effects on a propagatfing
10.61 laser, beam, ranging from particle-induced thermal blooming in moderate
intensity cw beams up to particle-induced gas breakdown in high-intensity pulsed
beams. The present analysis deals with the problem of particle-induced gas break-
down in pulsed beams. Experimental evidence indicates that particulates can
significantly lower the breakdown threshold of air, and that particulates may
account for the dependence of the breakdown threshold on the laser spot size.

As outlined in (Ref. 8), in order to understand the effects of particulate
matter on the breakdown threshold, it is necessary to investigate three phases
in the laser-particle interaction: (1) the laser energy absorption process at
the surface of the particle or in the particle volume, (2) the particle vaporization
kinetics, and k3) the interaction of the vapor with the ambient air.

The absorption of radiation by a particle (Ref. 9) depends on the complex
index of refraction of the particle at the wavelength of interest (n = nI - in2)
and, for a spherical particle, on the quantity x = 2ra/x, where a is the particle
radius and X is the wavelength. The energy absorption cross section is equal tof a2 Qabs, where Qabs is the efficiency factor for absorption. For particles such
as carbon (n, = 1.95, n2 

= 0.66), %bs varies from being nearly proportional to

a (i.e., volumetric absorption) at small values of x, to being independent of x
(i.e., optically thick absorption) for large values of x (Qbs _ for x > 1 for carbon).

Thus, we would expect that at X = 10.6p, the absorption process at the surface
of particles of -i0L diameter or larger would be similar to the absorption process
at a solid surface. In (Ref. 8), the results of previous studies of laser-surface
interactions were summarized and curves, based on the work of Chang, et al, (Ref. 11)
were presented showing the vapor velocity, vapor density and vapor temperature vs.
the laser intensity for 10.61 radiation and an infinite quartz surface in vacuum.
If one assumes that the ambient air has a negligible effect on the expanding vapor,
one can then estimate the shock strength in air corresponding to the vapor velocity
so obtained. As indicated in (Ref. 8), the results for quartz, at intensities over
the range 106 - 108 W/cm 2, lead to shock heated air temperatures as high as 5000 0K,
with corresponding ionization fractions (ne/n) of 10-.

2-1
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While this level of ionization is probably sufficient to initiate gas break-
down via cascade ionization, the shock heating process appears to have one feature-
which is not consistent with experiment. In (Ref. 8), it was shown that the vapor
expansion velocity and hence the vapor driven shock strength are relatively weak
functions of the incident intensity. On the other hand, as mentioned in (Ref. 8),
the experiments with 50 particles show a very sharp threshold for breakdown.
Thus, based on the above arguments, it would appear that dhe breakdown threshold
for optically thick particles is determined by heating and ionization of the
particle material rather than vapor-d.ven shock heating of the ambient air.

Since the majority of the particles in a typical aerosol laden atmosphere
are less than lOp in diameter (Ref. 8), a second analysis has been carried out in
an attempt to understand the heating and vaporization processes for optically thin
particles. Initially, calculationis were carried out for a Sedov-type model similar
to that used by Nielsen and Canavan (Ref. 10). For these initial calculations, the
particle was assumed to vaporize in place at the vaporization temperature To, defined
as the temperature at which the vapor pressure was equal to the ambient gas pressure
(typically 1 atm). It was assumed that 'the vapor expanded with uniform temperature
and pressure and with a velocity that varied linearly from the center to the outer
edge of the vapor sphere according to the equations

4 rrpr 3 = M = const , (i)
3

p4nr2 dr = 1 3M) d v2 (2)
and de 2 "5 dt

3 akT.1{ p1.2v+ W()
S dt(3)

where p is the vapor density, r is the coordinate of the outer edge of the vapor
sphere, M in the total vapor mass, p is the pressure, v is the velocity at the
outer edge of the vapor shell, N is the total number of vapor particles, T is the
temperature, and W is the rate of energy input to the vapor from the laser. The

vapor was treated as an ideal gas with the equation of state

p 3NkT
4=,r3 (4)

* The results of Nielsen and Canavan for the same initial conditions, but using a

hydrodynamic code showe. that for the optically thin case, the Sedov model is good
approximation to the hy&odynamic model.

2-2
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and the energy input term had the form

-where p is the mass absorption coefficient and I is the incident laser intensity.
The mass absorption coefficient was assumed to have the form

= 1 0 n-1 (6)

where p is the mass absorption qoefficient of the solid, and n = 2 i. a typical
value based on the theory of pressure broadening applied to quartz vapor (Ref. 1).

These equations can be written very simply in terms of the dimensionless
variables x = r/ro, vhere ro is the radius of the particle, z = T/To, vo = (5k T0/

) , where m is the average mass of a vapor molecule, y = V/vo, and w = tvo/r 0 as

dx (7)
dw

-- ,(8)
dw x

dz 2zy +Gl1 3n-3
w - , (9)

G, Io~o
G1 = 2 __

3 K voTo  (10)

is a paramet,.r which, for a given particle material and size, is pro")ortional to the
inci.'. nt laser intensity. The equations have the initial conditions x (o) = 1,
y (o) 0, and z (o) = 1, and, when integrated, reach a quasi-steady solution in

which z reaches a maximum and then decays asymptotically to zero and y asymptotically

reaches a steady state value y. on a time scale w 1.

2-3
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Plots of z and y vs G, are shown in Fig. 1. For values of G less than 1,
the vapor starts at the temperature To and a density equal to the soJd density
and reazhes the velocity v, with no further heating. At higher values of GI, for
which vapor heatirg is important, the vapor reaches a peak temperature greater
than To and a velocity greater than v0 .

For a spherical particle, the parameter G can be re-written in terms of the
absorption efficiency factor mentioned previously as

Ga = Qbs o
.2 nkT v

0 0 0

Taking Qbs = l(the largest value for which an optically thin analysis would apply),,
and using the properties of quartz, gives G1 = 0.4 for 10 = 1.0 x 10 W/cm

These results can be used to estimate the strength of a vapor driven shock
wave in a manner similar to that for the optically thick case outlined in -(Ref. 8).
For the case of quartz described above, aue obtains a shock Mach number in air of
5 (based on plane shock relations). This value is somewhat low for shnk heating
of air; however, the major conclusion to be drawn from Fig. 1 is that the vapor.
expansion velocity is only weakly sensitive to the incident intensity, particularly
at the low values of G1 corresponding to the experimentally measured values of
aerosol-induced air breakdown. This fact, coupled with the fact that strong shock
heating, based on the theory, would raquire much higner intensities than those measured
experimentally, indicates that the Sedov model described above is not capable of
explaining the aerosol-induced breakdown data.

In an attempt to obtain a better model of the vaporization process, the above
formulation was extended to include the vaporization kinetics of the particle and
to start with self consistent initial conditions. The E olid was assumed to absorb
the laser energy uniformly (i.e., the particle was taken to be optically thin as
befor.) and to vaporize from its surface at a rate given by

mI

-- As \ s Pv , (12)

4
* Note that this implies on initial pressure in the vapor of the order 10 atm.

** The previous model ignored the vaporization kinetics, and instead started with
the somewhat arbitrary initial condition of a fully vaporized particle at solid
density.

2-4
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where A is the surface area of the solid particle, T it the temperature of the
particle -n-d p.. is, the vapor pressure. at the temperature Ts.

The solid par+ticle was -assumed to conduct energy to the vapor (taken to be
uniform in temperature) via an effective conduction term, written

*V'AB (Ts-TV)
W (13)

where W is the rate of energy conduction kv is the thermal conductivity of the
vapor. Tv is the vapor temperature, and i is an effective conduction length to
account for the spherical geometry (T - Ol r typically).

The governing equations can then be non-dimensionalized as before, and the
equations for x and y written as in Eqs. (7 and 8) above. The equations for the
vapor temperature (Z = Tv/To), the vapor fraction (x = M/m), and the solid
particle temperature (zs = Ts/To) can be written symbolically as

drv - -i + V2 - V3 (1)

where V1 is the energy transferred to the vapor via conduction, and V and V
are the vapor absorption and e:pnsion energy terms appering in Eq. 39),

dx-- =A ,

dw

where A is the non-dimensionalized form of the vapor production term in Eq. (11),
and

dzs
S- 1 1'S 'S2 (15)

where S is the energy lost from the solid due to vaporization and S is the energy
lost from the solid via thermal conduction.

Typical solutions for conditions corresponding to a 10p diam quartz particle
with an incident flux of 5 x 10P W/cm are shown in Fig. 2. For these conditions,
w = 1 corresponds to t = 3 nsec. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that when the vapor
begins to expand, the vapor temperature tends to drop (at this intensity, vapor
absorption is negligible), whereas the solid temperature continues to rise to a
rather high superheated value.

Data analogous to those in Fig. 1, but based on the modified Sedov model I
described above, are shown in Fig. 3. At the lower values of intensity (i.e., of G),

2-5
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superheating of the solid is the dominant heating mechanism, whereas, at high
values of intensity, vapor absocption and heating dominate.

Similar resLlts, but for conditions corresponding to a carbon particle, are
shown in Fig. 4. Because of the slower vaporization rate for carbon, compared tc
quartz, the superheating is much more pronounced, and the solid reaches very high
temperatures even for relatively low intensities.

The general conclusions to be drawn from Figs. (1-4) are as follows:

1) For the laser intensities corresponding to the experimentally measured
aerosol laden air,'breakdown thresholds, the vapor expansion velocity is not high
enough to cause shock heated air ionization and is therefore not the likely
explanation of the low threshold.

2) For these same intensities, laser energy absorption in the .vapor is too
low to significantly heat the vapor, and thus, direct ionization of the vapor is not
the likely cause of breakdown.

3) It appears that the most likely cause of breakdown (for the short laser
pulses being considered in this study) is superheating of the particle rAterial,
due to the finite vaporization kinetics, with subsequent ionization of the solid:
or of the material directly adjacent to the solid.

2
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2.2 Particle - Infduced Gas Breakdown - Experimental

The experimental studies of particle induced breakdown during the final
phases of this contract were concerned with determining the dependence of the break-
down threshold on particle size, laser spot size, and background gas pressure. In
addition diagnostic measurements of the plasma expansion velocity using streak
photography as well as schlieren photography have been carried out.

A brief review of the previous data will be given; the details are contained
in Ref. (8). During the first six months of the contract, 'the experimental inves-
tigations involved the setting up of the particle suspension apparatus, and inves-
tigating the threshold for vaporizP±-ion. and ionization as a function of particle

material and pulse duration. The particle suspension apparatus consisted of a cubical
array of six electrodes with each pair of opposite electrodes connected to one
phase of a three-phase ac supply with a variable voltage of up to 3 Kv. Particles
were dropped through a high voltage discharge, picking up sufficient charge so to
be captured in the AC field. DC bias was applied to each pair of electrodes in
order to position the particle at the focus of a germanium lens. This technique
allows single particle-laser radiation interaction studies where the size and par-
ticle material can be made experimental variables. The laser used in these studies
was an electrically pulsed TEA configuration CO2 laser with an output of approxi-
mately one jcule with a 0.2 usec leading spike and a 2 psec lower intensity tail.
The laser could be operated without nitrogen producing a well defined pulse of
0.2 lsec full width at half maximum and no tail. This pulse was used in the majority
of the experiments because the pulse was more well defined. The studies showed that
the threshold for plasma production depends on the peak intensity of the pulse and
not the energy flux for laser pulses of 0.2 to 2 psec duration. The threshold was
independent of particle material for wide variety of materials including salt,
carbon, clay germanium, aluminum and silica. The threshold value was in the range
of 1 -2 x 10 watts/cm2 . When a breakdown occured, the plasma produced attenuated
subsequent portions of the laser pulses. The time required for the plasma to
expand and fill the laser spot was consistent with that calculated for a laser
supported blast wave. At intensities below threshold, some of the particles could
be sh~lttered or vaporized, and this threshold Cor particle elimination was found
to be dependent not on the peak intensity but eather on the energy flux contained
in the pulse. The threshold for eliminating the particles ranged from 5 joules cm

2

for carbon and clay to 50 joules/cm2 for germanium; salt particles did not interact
with the laser radiation without breaking down, i.e., the salt could not be elimi-
nated without plasma production. During the first part of the contract only parti-
cles of 50 p diameter were used; during this report period the diameter dependence
of the threshold was examined and reported below.

2-7
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Particle Size Dependence

The particle size dependence of the thresh6ld was examined using alumina par-
ticles (A120 3). The size range was from I tt, 70 microns diameter and the threshold
data is shown in Fig. 5. The-number next to the data refer to the number of break-
downs observed out of ten shots. The threshold appears to be independent of
particle size for the material and size range. This is somewhat surprising in view
of previously reported results by the Lincoln Laboratory (Ref. 14) which showed a
size dependence for particles smaller than 10 ;,microns. This dependency has not
been resolved.

The particle sizes were determined by micro photographing a slide containing
a sample of the particles. The large size particles were spherical in shape and
were within 10 percent of the specified size. The smaller particles, (! 8 microns)
were irregular in shape and some variation in size was observed. The one micron
size particles hPd a tendency to adhere together ar.d form clusters which could
affect the measurement of the threshold. Frcm the microscopic photos it appears
that the one p micron particles formed clusters of two or three particles. This
probably would not have a significant effect on the breakdown threshold since the
bonding must be weak and the laser interaction would break the bond at a low laser
beam intensity and therefore the interaction of the high intensity beam would
be between the small particle and the laser radiation rather than with the cluster
of particles.

Laser Spot Size Dependence

The laser spot size in the previous experiments was fixed at 500 microns
diameter. Since the laser interaction involves an expanding vapor it was felt
important to determine if the threshold depended on the relative size of the par-
ticle compared to the laser spot size. The focal spot Aize was varied by using
different focal length lenses for the small spot diameters and spherical mirror
were used to produce the largest spots.

The data for the breakdown threshold intensity of the various alumina particles
as a i nction of laser beam diameter are shown in Figs. 6-9. Each Fig. shcws
data for a fixed sized particle from 3 micron up to 50 micron diameter. The laser
spot size was varied over the range from 2.5 x 10-2 cm up to a maximum diameter of
0.15 cm. The data shows some scatter with the threshold varying from 2 to 5 x 107
watts/cm2 . No systematic trend in the data is observed and it is concluded that
the breakdown threshold is independent of the laser beam diameter for these experi-
mental conditions.

It should be noted that earlier preliminary data had shown an apparent laser
spot size dependence and this data was presented at an ARPA/STO meeting held at
Mitre Corporation in June 1973. This data was found to be in error. The apparent
diameter dependence was caused by deflection of the beam by 'he germanium attenua-
tor. For small beams the deflection of the beam by the wedged attenuatc- shifted
the beam and tnerefore showed an apparent higher threshold. For the data shown in
Figs. 6 through 9, the deflection of the beam was accou:nted for by realigning the



bean on a wire located at the telescope cross-hairs when each attenuator was in-
serted in the beam. The error introduced was greatest for the s=31 beam diameters
(! 10-2 cm) and little error was introduced for laser beams of 500 microns diameter
which was used in the previous experiments on material dependence. For future
experiments, a better technique for attenpating the beam should be determined;
pe s germanium flats with no wedge would eliminate the tedious jot of realignment
of the beam for each attenuator.

i Background Gas Pressure

The gas breakdown threshold of' laboratory air had dhown a pressure dependence.
This threshold was cu.:'rolled by the presence of aerosols but the pressure depen-
dence was not well understo.i The pressure dependence could be related to the
probability of finding an aerosbl in the laser beam or could be associated with the
dynamics of the interaction off the expanding particle vapor with the laser radia- f
tion. By studying the pressure dependence of the threshold of a single solid
partbee che mechanism can be identified. j

A pressure tight suspension cell vas built for these tests. It was found 4
that the pressure could only be lowered to 170 torr because of electrical breakdown
between the suspension electrode at lower pressure. It also was not possible to
charge the particles at low pressures and so it was necessary to suspend the par-

ticles at atmospheric pressure and then reduce the pressure by slowly evacuating the
chamber. The pressure dependence of the threshold of aluminum and carbon particles
as a function of background ai.r pressu-e is shown in Fig. 10. The aluminum particle I
breakdown has a slight pressure dependence on background pressure vhile the carbon
has a somewhat stronger pressure dependence. This pressure dependence is consistant
with that observed for laboratory air. The conclusion reached is that the background
pressure retards the vapor expausion and leads to a lower breakdown threshold.

Particle Plasma Expansion

The expansion of particle induced breakdown plasma is of interest both in
aiding in determining ths mechanism causing the plasma productiun and also to
examine the rate at which the laser beam is extinguished by the expanding plasma.
An STL image convector camera was used to examine the particle plasma expansion.
The canera was used in the streak mode to examine the expansion. Two types of
particles were examined, both salt and aluminum and for comparison, a 250 micron
diameter wire.

The streak photograph for a 50 micron diameter aluminum particle is shown
in Fig. 11. A sketch of the lens and position of the focus is shown at the top
and the streak photograph of the plasma luminosity growing toward the focusing
lens. The initial position of the particle is also shown in the photograph. The
lower photograph is an oscilloscope trace which shows the laser pulse (upper trace)
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and the ramping voltage pulse of the STh streak unit (lower trace) and shows the
relationship of the laser intensity and the streak photograph. As closely as can
be measured the plasma luminosity is first recorded at the peak of the laser pulse
and the expansion velocity is 7 x _05 cm/sec. A streak photograph of the plasma
produced off of the surface of a 250 micron diameter wire is shown in Fig. 12.
The plasma appears to be formed earlier in the piulse but has the same initial
expansion velocity. This velocity increases with time when the laser pulse
reaches its peak value. Longer duration streak photos were also taken to determine
the plasma lifetime. Fig. 13 is a long duration streak photo which shows that the
plasma luminosity lasts for times on the order of 5 psec. A streak photograph of
a 50 pmicron diameter salt particle its shown in Fig. 14. Qualitatively, the expan-
sion velocity and plasma lifetime for the salt is the same as that observed for the

I'm i n a p a r t i c l e .

Schlieren Studies

As discussed in Ref. 8, extensive measurements have been made of the vapori-

i zation and- breakdown threshold of a single particle using the output pulse from
a CO2 TEA laser. During the second half of the contract period, schlieren photo-
graphs were taken of the vaporiza-.ion and breakdown processes in order to gain
further insight into the basic mechanisms controlling the threshold.

A diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 15. The spark source
emitted a light pulse with a 50 nsec halfwidth allowing the observation of high
Iach number shock waves in air, and the viewing optics provided a 20 x 1napifica-
tion, allowing the observation of particles down to 5 11 in diameter. Because of
spatial and temporal resolution limitations, the system was not intended for use
during the laser pulse; i.e., attempts were not made to photograph the particle
during the time in which it was actually being irradiated by the laser pulse.
Instead the system was used primarily to study the following two questions:
1) Whether the particle could be vaporized sufficiently to generate a shock wave
in air, without causing actual breakdown and 2) whether the particle was vaporized
first and then ionized, causing breakdoim; or was only partially vaporized when
breakdown occured.

A typical set of schlieren photographs is shown in Fig. 16. In these pictures,
the laser pulse consisted of a 200 nsec halfwidth spike with no tail, and the
schlieren spara source was 2ired 500 nsec after the peak of the laser pulse. The
particles were 50 p diameter carbon suspended in STP air and the laser fucal dia-
meter was 650 p. The first picture shows that a vapor-driven shock wave was generated

at the particle at a flux below that required for breakdown, The second photographf corresponds to an intensity very close to threshold. It should be noted that
the luminositj due to tl e breakdown plasma is time integrated (there was no shutter
on the schlieren camerF) whereas the shock image corresponds to % given instant of
time. The striations in the breakdown plasma may be due to self mode locking of

the TEA laser. The final photograph in Fig. 16 is for an intensity well above
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threshold and clearly shows that the breakdown was initiated at the front surface
of the particle, leaving the particle more or less in tact. It appears that the
breakdown region expanded to fill the laser focal volume, and then propagated
back toward the laser.

All of the data taken fn this series- of tests were for the optically thick
case (i.e., x = 2 Tr a /X > 1) and as expected, the results indicate that breakdown
occurs at the front strface of' the particle. While insufficient tests were carried
out to determine whether shock heating of the air or direct surfaee heating initia-
ted breakdown one can conclude that breakdown occurs prior to couplete vaporization
of the particle.

2.3 Summazy and Conclusions

Results have been presented regarding the initiation of gas breakdown by a
single particle suspended in air. Approximate theoretical models have been-
I tesented (in this report and in Ref. 8) for the two cases of optically thick and
optically thin particles. Experimental results have been presented concerning the
effects of particle material, particle size, laser spot size, and background gas
pressure on the thresholds for vaporization and for particle initiated gas break-
down. The results of these studies can be sumnarized briefly as fnllows:

Theoretical

1) The theoretical study for optically thick particles, based on the results
of Chang, et al (Ref. 11) for quartz and extended approximately to the case of
vapor expandion into a background gas and subsequent shock heating of the gas
yields an ionization fraction of l0 - 4 at intensities in the range 106 - l06 W/cm2 .

This value of electron density could lead to gas breakdown. However, the results
show only a weak dependence on the incident intensity, and consequently do not
provide a good explanation of the experimental data. It is possible that a more
rigorous treatment of the vapor-gas interaction would resolve this question,
however, such an analysis is beyond the scope of the present study.

2) The theoretical study for optically thin particles, based on a modified
Sedov model, indicate that vapor-induced shock heating requ res very high inten-
sities (> l09 W/cm2) to produce ionization fractions of 10- , and again shows a
weak dependence on the intensity. Therefore, for optically thin particles, the
most likely cause of the low threshold is direct surface heating.

Experimental

1) The threshold for vaporization/shattering of the particle (i.e., no
breakdown) depends on the energy flux of the pulse, rather than on the intensity.
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2) The threshold for breakdown, ie., ionization depends on the peak
intensity of the laser pulse.

3) The breakdown is initiated at or very near the surface of the particle and
expemdt to fill the laser focal volume on a 10-30 nsec time scale. From then on,
the plasma propagates tr. 'rd the lasez as a laser-supported blast wave.

4) The breakdo.m threshold is independent of particle size, for particles
. in the 1-70' 4 ra-vnge. For particles of 3 11 diameter or greater (i.e., x = 2ra/X>l),

this is not too surprising, since these particles would all tend to be optically
thick, and the laser-solid interaction would tend to be similar to that at an
infinite surface. However,. based on theoretical considerations, one would cxpect the
one micron particles to have a higher threshold. This discrepancy is presently
unexplained.

5) The threshold for vaporization/shattering was dependent on particle
material; however, the breakdown threshold was almost independent of particle
material and was in the range 1 - 2 x 108 W/cm 2 for most particles studied and

was lowest f±or alumina atc a 0.4 x 108 W/cm2 .

6) The breakdown threshold appears to be independent of the laser spot size
for particles in the 3 to 50 micron diameter range and laser spot diameter in the
2.5 x 10-2 cm to 0.15 cm range. This is consistent with a breakdown mechanism in
which bhe laser-particle interaction is predominantly a surface effect and occurs
on a dimension small compared to the laser spot size.

7) There appears to be a slight dependence of the breakdown threshold on the
background gas pressure similar to that for laboratory air breakdown. This behavior
is probably related to the vapor-gas interaction, but, as mentioned above, is beyond
the scope of the present analysis, and has not been explained theoreticalv.
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CHAPR 3

CW LASER-AEROSOL INTERACTIONS

3.1 Incardescense of Carbon : artkcles with cw CO2 Laser Radiation

In order to Esin a better understanding, of the absorption of laser radiation
by particulates, ,ihd to study the transfer oP' this energy to the surrounding air,
experiments have been carried out with single carbon particles suspended in air
at the focus of a cw C02 laser. The experimental setu_ for these measurements
was the same as that for the pulsed studies as shown in Fig. 15 with the exception
that a 10 W cw laser was substituted for the TEA, laser. The particles were

suspended electrodynamically as before and the taser radiation was switched on

with a high speed shutter (- 3 msec risetime). in these experiments, the

Schlieren spark was fired at various delay times, with respect to the opening
of the shutter. Typical results are shown in Figs,, 17 and 18. As with the pulsed-
laser photos, there was no shutter on the Schlieren camera, so that the bright
flash observed at the focus of the laser was integrated in time, whereas the

Schlieren field and the corresponding dark image f the particle occured at a
single instant in time. From the sequence in Fig. 17 it can be seen that the

particle reached incandescence and was very quickly knocked out of the suspension

cube. In each picture in the sequence (with a new particle on each shot), a
bright flash was Observed visually at the time the 10.6p shutter was opened.
In Fig. 18, a lO0 particle is shown before being irradiated and is shown again

20 msec after the shutter was opened. -Since the particle has moved out of the

incandescent region at the time of the schlieren photo, this picture clearly
shows that the particle reached incandescence on a time scale less than 20 msec.
The general conclusions from these and other similar pictures are as follows:
1) Carbon particles of. 50p diameter or greater, in STP air, heat to incandescence

at a flux of 3 x 103 W/cm2 , 2) This heating occurs in time on the order of 10
msec. 3) The particles do not reach the vaporization temperature (particles
outside of the incandescent region do not appear to have lost any mass), 4) Tie
100p particles reached a higher temperature than the 50P particles (as expected
based on the energy absorption, and thermal conduction processes).

3.2 cw Thermal Blooming Caused by Aerosol Heating

Under typical atmospheric conditions, the absorption of !0.6p radiation by

various molecular species results in an absorption coefficient of approximately

1.5 x 10-6 cm'' , and leads to various non-linear propagaticn problems (Ref. 12).
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For som lasers the molecular absorption in the air is small (< 10- 6 cm"1 ) and
the heating due to aeroitols can dominate the beating of the air path. For a
typical atmosphere, this aerosol absorption corresponds to an attenuation
coefficient .of approximately 10 - cm , but could be higher if the aerosol con-
centration were ummuallyhigh (Refs. 13, 15). In general, it is not the linear
loss in power which is important but rather the non-linear effects which result
from the heating.

The heating of air due to particulate absorption differs from that due to
molecular absorption in that the heating occurs at discre e centers in the gas,
and for typical aerosol concentrations (5000 particles/cm ) these centers are
quite widely-spaced. Thus, an important consideration in determining the effect
of aerosol heating on the laser propagation is the time evolution of the temper-
ature profile. A typical set of profiles, for the case in which the intensity
is turned on at time z = 0 is sketched in Fig. 19. Initially the thermal dis-
turbances are concentrated in regions close to the particles, but after the pro-
files from individual particles have merged, the average temperature of the gas
rises at a rate determined by the heat capacity of the gas and the macroscopic
absorption coefficient associated .vith the particles. The time for the individual
profiles to merge can be estimated from the thermal diffusion time associated
with the mid-point distance between particles a. shown in Fig. 19. This time
TTD is given by the relation

2
T = ap p cp (16)

4 k

where p, c, and k are the density, specific heat and thermal conductivity of the
gas, and, ior air at STP and a particle concentration n,= 5000 cm"3, has the
value TTD k 1 msec.* Since for many cases of interestthis is shorter than the
other pertinent times (e.g., the transit time across the beam for the case of
thermal blooming in the presence of a wind), we would expect the thermal blooming
effects due to aerosols to be similar to those for molecular absorbers.

In order to obtain a direct measure of the beam distortion due to a particu-
late laden atmosphere, experiments were carried out in a cell containing air
and fine carbon dust. The carbon particles were introduced through a small
hole in the side of the cell and were blown into suspension using a swirling
air jet. A portion of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 20. In the

*This expression applies to a collection of particles of the same size (i.e., with
the same absorption cross section). For an aerosol with a distribution of
particle sizes, an effective thermal diffusion time could be estimated by taking
a weighted average over the particle size distribution and the corresponding
absorption cross section.
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upper photograph, the He-Ne beam (which is co-linear with the CO2 beam) can be
seen as scattered light from the particles in the cell. The lower photo shows
a closeup of the particles in the He-Ne beam (the bright spots at the left in
the picture are reflections from the. beam splitter and NaCI window faces). I.
the experiments, the beam distortion varied slowly with time as the particles
settled out in the cell, with the attenuation over the 1.5 m cell length varying
from - 90% immediately following suspension of the particles to - 0% approximately
two minutes later. This allowed measurement of the bea= distortion for various
particulate concentrations. The present experiments were carried out with no
transverse wind, and consequently show the effects of particulate induced
blooming in the presence of natural convection.

Typical photographs of the beam profile with various degrees vf distortion
are shcn in Fig. 21. The profiles are qualitatively similar to those observed
with molecular absorption. The second photograph in Fig. 21 corresponds to a
linear attenuation of - 35%.

Quantitative measurements of the particle-induced beam dist:rtion were made
using an integrated irradiance analyzer, which measured the integrated power out
to a radius r in the beam, as a function of the radius r. Typical results are
shown in Fig. 22. Data for molecular absorption with conditions chosen to give
nearly the same overall beam attenuation for the particles and for the moleculars,
are shown for comparison. It can be seen that in both cases, the centerline
intensity is reduced by approximately a factor of four, whereas the total power
is only reduced 30o, indicating a fairly strong non-linear distortion effect.
In these measurements, part of the particulate attenuation was due to scattering
(see discussion below) rather than solely to absorption, as with moleculars,
and this is reflected in the smaller amount of distortion for carbon particles
versus that for C02 shown in Fig. 22.

In order to measure the time response of the particle induced blooming, the
centerline beam intensity was measured with a point detector, with the beam switched
on at time t = 0. Typical results are shown in Fig. 23. The intensity rises
initially to its undistorted value and then begins to drop as energy is transferred
from the particles to the gas, causing thermal lensing. This process stops when
natural convection establishes a steady state energy balance in and out of the
beam. The response times of the shutter and detector system (- 50 msec) were
not fast enough to examine the inter-particle temperature profile evolution
effect described above, but the measurements do show that the effects with
particulates are qualitatively similar to those obtained with pure molecular
absorption.

The partile concentration and size distribution at a given instant of time
were determined by drawing a small sample of the particulate laden air through
a 0.1.41 millipore filter and photographing the particles through a microscope.
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A typical photo, corresponding to a total particle density np of 104 cm"3 is shown
in Fig. 24. By counting particles in various size ranges, the particle size dis-
tribution shown in Fig. 24 was obtained.

In order to measur%. the fraction of 10.64, radiation actually absorbed by the
carbon particles versus that scattered, measurements were made of the pressure
rise in a sealed off absorption cell, The cell consisted of a 1.5 m long x
3.8 cm ID copper tube with thie inner wall painted flat black to absorb any
scattered radiation. Since the heat capacity of the copper walls was much V

greater than the air in the cell, the walls acted as a heat sink for scattered
radiation. It can be shown that for times short compared to the therrmal dif-
fusion time from the i0.6'q beam along the cell centerline (- 0.5 cm beam
diameter) to the cell -alL, the rate of energy absorption in the gas is related
to the rate of pressure rise by the equation

~~b = V (dp/dt) (17)
y-i

where V is the cell volume, dp/dt is the slope of the pressure curve at the
time the laser shutter is opened, and y is the ratio of specife heats for air.

The rate of pressure rise in the cell was measured with a type 1023 Barocel
Electronic Manometer with the signal displayed on an oscilloscope, and the laser
power values at the entrance and exit of the dell were measured with a CRL laser
power meter. Figure 15 shows' the relative absorption cross section (normalized
to the total extinction cross section) for various values of total attenuation.
The data were taken by blowing the particles into suspension and taking measure-
ments at various later times (- 3 minutes for the entire process). Thus, the
data at large attenuations (i.e., earlier in the sequence) are with a higher
fraction of large particles (since these particles settle out faster) and
hence show a higher fraction of scattering versus absorption. At an attenuatioi±
of - 35%, corresponding to the data in Fig. 22, approximately 60% of the
radiation was absorbed, with the remainder being scattered.
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Inf smmmary, the absorption cell measurements with particulate laden air
have show,, that pure particulate absorption does lead to thermal blooming, and
that for co.vditions of the present experiments, this distortion is qualitatively
similar to that for molecular absorption.

j
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CHAPTR 4 

TRANSIENT THEMAL BLOOM-ING

4.1 Intrcduction

One potential advantage of short CO2 laser pulses as compared to cw, is a
reduction in the thermal blooming. In order for distortion to occur, the densi-ty
of the air path must change which takes some fraction of the acoustic transit
time across the -beam. For times short compared to the acoustic transit time the
thermal distortion will be less and this may offer a solution to the thermal
distortion problem. Previous research in this area has already shown that there
is an advantage to operating in this time regime. Experiments performed at Lincoln
Laboratory16 showed the decrease ini distortion for pulse lengths short compared to
the acoustic transit time and the theoretical model of Ulrich17 predicts a reduction
in the blooming. In reference 8 a detailed discussion of the non-dimensiona.
parameter involved in laboratory simulation 9f the transient blooming were given.
These are briefly zu3imarized in the next sc tion. The experimental program was
carried out using a modified TEA laser where the modifications produced an output
pulse of sufficient duration to perform the experiments and also eliminated the
leading spike of intense radiation normally associated with TEA lasers. The
experimental data demonstrates the potential advantage of using laser pulses whose
duration is short compared to the acoustic transit time across ;he beam.

4.2 Transient Thermal Blooming Theory

Here, only the perturbation expressionsfor the on-axis intensity are given
to aid in interpreting the experimental data. More detailed discussions of the
transient theory are given in Refs. 8, 16, and 17. Simple analytical expressions
for the transient bloomed on-axis in~ensity can be obtained using perturbation
theory for pulse lengths t that a.z both short and long compared to the acoustic
transit time th = a/cs, whEre a is the i/e intensity beam radius and cs is the
acoustic velocity. Thus, the bloomed on-axis intensity relative to the undistorted
value for a pulsed collimated beam uniform in time is given by

IEEL  = exp N , (18)

where for the short time limit (t << h)
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-- ~

SNs = c (tp/th1 2 (t/t) 3 , (19)

s 3 p hl 'p

and for the long pulse case (t >>t

N c(t/t) (20)

-tp

and, assuming az << 1,

2 -n o z Ec -- - T (21)
Tr no000cpa

,Here, no, nT poCp and a refer,, respectively to tho refractive indexi the
index change with respect to temperature, the density, specific heat at constant

pressure and absorption coefficient of tile gas, z is the pathlength, a is the i/e
Gaussian beam radius and Ep is the total pulse energy. The relative on-axis inten-
sity is plotted versus time in Fig. 26 for the three cases: t = 0.1 th, tp = th, 71
and tp >> th, with c = 2. The advantage of pulses with re-%rg to reductions in

thermal blooming are clearly shown by Fig. 26 to be obtained in the short time

limit, where the distortion parameter Ns is reduced by the factor (tp/th)
2 below

the long pulse value NI, for the same pulse energy. Also, the short and long-time

bloo.-ng regimes are readily distinguished in Fig. 26 by the t3 and linear time

depen ence 1or Ns and NV, respectively. Thus, early in the pulse the blooming

effects are reduced significantly in the short time limit case as compared with

the same pulse energy beam in the long time limit.

To account for focusing, the distortion parameters N and Nt in Eqs. 19 and 20 A

must simply be multiplied by the respective correction factors

-- F4

q - F _-1+4 1,n F (22)qs 8( l)2  ;
8(1- 1/F)
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and [

= 2(1 - 1/F) 2

-where F = ka/z is the Fresnel number with k = 2r/A and X is- the wavelength. As
the Fresnel number becomes large there is strong focusing of the beam and qs and
qt reduce, respectively, to - F4/8 and F2/2.

4.3 Experimental Arrangement

The laser used in these experiments was a 25-cm long transverse finned-cathode,
double-discharge, TEA laser. Three modifications were made to give a long output
laser palse: (1) the circuit parameters in the pulse forming network were chosen
to give a long current pulse (_ 10 4sec); (2) the laser was operated on a nitrogen 1
rich mixture (l:3:8;C02:N2 :He); and (3) a relatively high laser output mirror
reflectivity of 90% was used, together with a relatively long cavity of 3m, giving
small output coupling per pass. The gain-switched spike, more-or-less characteris-
tic of TEA lasers, was not seen. Instead, the laser pulse has a 0.25- psec rise-
time, a full width at half maximum of 0.8 psec, and an overall duration of approxi-
mately 4 Psec. The 3-m long laser cavity is formed by a flat, 100% reflecting copper
mirror and a 10-m radius of curvature, 90% reflecting germanium output mirror.
Limiting apertures of 1.8 and 2.1-cm diameter are placed adjacent to the mirrors
to encourage fundamental mode operation. A pulse energy of 0.16 J is obtained under
these conditions. Focusing the output beam with a 1-m focal length mirror gives
a f o._--d spot having a i/g-beam diameter 0.17 cm. The focus occurs 1.8 m from
the face of the mirror dub to the curvature of the beam leaving the 10-m radius
of 6-ar-Vture output mirror.

The experimental arrangement used to study the transient blooming with these
output pulses is shown in Fig. 27. The laser output is focused with the 1-m radius
of curvature mirror into a 1-n long gas cell, the focus occuring at the exit window
of the cell. Part of the exit beam is deflected by a salt-flat beam splitter into
a fast Au:Ge detector, the remainder collected by a power cone used to record the
transmitted pulse energy. Part of the input beam is deflected by a salt-flat
beam splitter and a turning mirror and travels an equal path length to a reference
monitor, a fast Au:Ge detector, allowing pulse-to-pulse differences in the laser
output to be recoreded for normalization. Pin hole apertures of 0.08-cm diameter
are mounted in front of the sample and reference detectors and centered on the
beams to record differences in the on-axis beam intensity. The gas metering system
contains the valves and meters required for evacuating (- 0.3 torr base pressure)
and pressurizing (up to 150 psig) the gas cell. Anti-reflection coated germanium
windows could not tolerate the focused intensity at the exit window (-- lOJ/cm2,
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10 W/cm ); and, as a result, 0.9-cm thick polished salt flats of 2-cm diameter

are used as cell windows. They withstand the 10-atm pressure differential and the

high focused intensity without damage.

For each fjring of the laser the transmitted energy is measured and the sample

and references traces are taken with a dual beam Tektronix 555 oscilloscope. This

information is recorded first with the cell evacuated for normalization purposes.

Then, a small amount of SF6 is added to the cell and diluted with air or helium.

The transmitted energy is measured at pressures of I atm and 10 atm. A higher

transmission is seen at atmospheric pressure, indicating that at this pressure the

absorption is saturated. Generally with a few torr of SF6 the absorption at 10 atm

is so strong that no transmitted energy is recorded. By successively pumping the

cell down to 1 atm and pressurizing to 10 atm data can be taken with a range of

transmission values.

4.4 Experimental Data

In Fig. 28 oscilloscope traces are shown of (a) the undistorted and (b, c)

bloomed laser pulses obtained by monitoring the on-axis focal plane intensity. The

characteristics of the laser pulse and other pertinent experimental parameters

required for the quantitative analysis of the thermal blooming data are given in

Table I. The pulses used were nominally of , 0.16 J energy and - 3 psec duration
as can be seen in Fig. 28-a. In parts b and c of Fig. 28 the blooming is produced

by the addition of small amounts of SF6 to air and He, respectively. Since SF6 is

a very strong absorber at 10.6 p (e.g., t - 35 m-1 for I torr SF6 in air at I atm
tobal pressurela) only small quantities were required leaving the properties of the

background gases (air or He) essentially unchanged. To avoid saturation of the

SF6 absorpticn the total cell pressure was increased to - 150 psig. The use of air

and helium as background gases provided a convenient method of changing the time

regimes of the blooming while using the same - 3 u sec pulse since the sound v,loci-
ties differ by a factor of - 2.92 in the two gases. Thus, taking the l/e beam radias

of 0.85 mm at the cell exit window we obtain for the acoustic transit times the values

of th - 2.46 and 0.84 Ltsec for air and He, respectively. The blooming in the air

case is then largely in the short time regime while with He the long time blooming

case should be observed.

Evidence of the thermal bliming or beam spreading, which reduces the on-axis

intensity after sufficient energy has been absorbed by the gas, is shown by the

narrowing or decrease in amplitude of the later portions of the pulses in Fig. 28-b,c

re1 .ive to the undistorted case in a. In Fig. 29 the relative peak intensity versus

time is plotted for the two bloomed pulses in Fig. 28. The data was obtained by

normalizing the blo.omed pulse amplitudes with the undistorted values at 0.25 4sec
time increments and the absolute values were than determined by extrapolating the

curves to IREL = 1.0 at t = 0. The results in Fig. 29 show, as expected, that the
bloomii.g in air and helium are characteristic of the short and long-time limit cases,
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respectively. The differences between the shapes of the measured IR, curves
and the theoretical curves in Fig. 26 are, no doubt, at least partially due to the
temporal pulse shape which was far from being uniform as assumed in the theory.
Also, in the so-called short-time blooming case in air, the pulse width tp is
comparable vith the acoustic time th, which is certainly outside the region of
validity for the perturbation solution and requires the complete numerical solution
for the results to be accounted for.17

In summery, the transient thermal blooming experiments have shown qualitatively
the sdvantage of the reduction of thermal distortion for pulses short compared to the
acoustic transit time across the beam. The experimental parameters given in Table I
along with the temporal history of the laser pulse can be used for comparison of the
numerical solution of the transient thermal blooming with the experimental data.

h "I
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TABLE I

Experiental Paramters

Cell Length L= 101. cm
Total Pathlength to Detector z = 108 cm.

Absorbing Medium:
(Fig. 28b) SF 6 + Air at U1.2 atm; crL =1.
(Fig. 28c) SF 6+ He at T.8 atm; OIL = 1.3

Focused Beam I/e Spot Diameters:
Cell Entrance 005 cm
Cell Excit 0.17 cm

Puzlse Energy o.l6 j

Peak Power 0.2 M4W

Piecewise Pulse Times
Risetime ti 0.25 p,sec

t2 0.8 psec
Total Duration t 3.psec

3

Piecewise Pulse

1.0

0.4[ 2t
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1. Maximum vapor velocity ~y and maximum vapor temperature z, vs. intensity
parameter Gi for properties corresponding to quartz - Sedom odel.

2. Expanding vapor properties vs. dimensionless time w for quartz - modified Sedov
model. x = coordinate of outer 3dge of vapor sphere, y = vapor velocity, zs
solid temperature, zv = vapor temperature, a = vapor fraction.

3. Maximum vapor velocity, maximum vapor temperature, and :maximum surface tempera-
ture vs. intensity parameter G1 for quartz - modified SEedov model.

4. Maximum vapor velocity, maximum vapor temperature, and maximum surface tempera-
ture vs. intensity parameter G, for carbon - modified Sedov model.

5. Breikdown Threshold as a Function of Alumina Particle Diameter. Laser Radiation
is 10.6 micron wavelength and a pulse duration of 0. 2 Asec full width at half
maximum.

6. Breakdown Threshold as a Function of Laser Beam Diameter. Alumina Particles
of 3u diameter.

7. Breakdown Threshold as a Function of Laser Beamn Diameter. Alumina Particles
of 8p diameter.

8. Breakdown Threshold as a Function of Laser Beam Diameter. Alumina Particles
of 15p diameter.

9. Breakdown Threshold as a Function of Laser Beam Diameter. Alumina Particles
of 70,L diameter.

10. Pressure Dependence of Particle Induced Gas Breakdown.

11. Streak Photograph of the Plasma Luminosity from a 50 diameter aluminum particle.
The oscilloscope trace shows the relative times between the laser pulse and the
ramping voltage for the streak photograph.

12. Streak Photograph of the Plasma Luminosity from a 250 micron diameter steel wire.

13. Streak Photograph of the Plasma Luminosity from a 50 micron diameter Aluminum
Particle.

14, Streak Photograph of the Plasma Luminosity from a 50 micron diameter Salt
Particle.
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FIGMWE CONTINUN)

15. Particle suspensi6n appaz:.itus anx schlieren system.

16. Vapor driven shock waves and breakdown for pulsed aser-porticle heating.

17. CW laser - particle heating, 50, diameter carbon.

18. CW laser - particle heating, l0 diameter carbon.

19. Temperature profile development in the atmosphere with particle absorption of
laser radiation.

20. Particle-induced thermal blooming experiment.

21. Beam profile photographs for particle-induced thermal blooming.

22. Beam profiles for particle-induced thermal blooming.

23. Laser centerline intensity in the absorption cell vs. time.

24. Carbon aerosol size distribution.

25. Normalized particle absorption cross section for various concentrations and
distributions of carbon particles in air.

26. Theoretical on-axis intensity versus time.

27. Experimental arrangement used to study transient thermal blooming.

28. Oscilloscope traces of transient blooming laser pulses, a) no thermal distortion
b) thermally distorted pulse propagating through a gas mixture of SF6 and nitrogen
c) thermally distorted pulse propagating through a gas mixture of SF6 and helium.

29. Relative on-axis intensity versus time.
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M9215033 FIG. 1

MAXIMUM VAPOR VELOCITY AND VAPOR TEMPERATURE VS INTENSITY PARAMETER

G1 - SEDOV MODEL
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M921503-3 FIG. 2

EXPANDING VAPOR PROPERTIES VS DIMENSIONLESS TIME w -MODIFIED SEDOV MODELIi
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M921503-3 FIG.3

MAXIMUM VAPOR VELOCITY, MAXIMUM VAPOR TEMPERATURE, AND MAXIMUM SURFACE

TEMPERATURE VS INTENSITY PARAMETER G1 FOR OQUARTZ - MODIFIED SEDOV MODEL
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M921503-3 FIG. 4

MAXIMUM VAPOR VELOCITY, MAXIMUM VAPOR TEMPERATURE, AND MAXIMUM SURFACE

TEMPERATURE VP INTENSITY PARAMETER GI FOR CARBON - MODIFIED SEDOV MODEL
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BREAKDOWN THRESH4OLD AS A FUNCTION OF(BACKG".oUJND AIR PRESSURE
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STREAK PHOTOGRAPH OF PARTICLE INDUCED GAS BREAKDOWN
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M921503-3 FIG. 12

S-tREAK PHOTOGRAPH OF WIRE INDUCED BREAKDOWN
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FIG. 13

STREAK PHOTOGRAPH OF PARTICLE INDUCED GAS BREAKDOWN

501 DIA ALUMINUM PARTICLE
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ST REAK PHOTOGRAPH OF PARTICLE INDUCED GAS BREAKDOWN

-3U p L*IA SALT PARTICLE
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iFi~- 'FIG.1
PULSED LASER - PARTICLE HEATING

SINGLE 50jL CARBON PARTICLES
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M9215033 FIG. 17

K CW LASER - PARTICLE HEATINYG

SINGLE 50 11 CARBON PARTICLES
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18

CW LASER - PARTICLE HEATING
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TEMPERATURE PROFILE DEVELOPMENT IN TE ATMOSPHERE WITH PARTICLE

ABSORPTION OF LASER RADIATION
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M921503-3 FIG. 20)

PARTICLE-INDUCED THERMAL BLOOM ING EXPERI~MENT
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FIG. 21.

BEAM PROFILES FOR PARTICLE-INDUCED THERMAL BLOOMING

(NATURAL CONVECTION CASE)
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BEAM PROFILES -FOR PARTICLE-INDUCED THERMAL BLOOMING
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I CENTERLINE INTENSITY VS TIME

(BEAM SWITCHED ON AT t =0)
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CARBON AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTION
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M921503 FIG. 25

NORMALIZED PARTICLE ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION
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M921503-3 FIG. 26

RELATIVE PEAK INTENSITY VS. Tl'M*E
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M921503-3 FIG. 28

THERMAL BLOOMED LASER PULSES
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RELATIVE PEAK INTENSITY VS. TIME
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